What To Do In Fairbanks, Alaska
Northern Lights and Arctic Circle Tour
Experience Alaska like you have never seen it before while enjoying
a comfortable drive and narration from your expert guide. Travel
along the famous and rugged Dalton Highway (well-known from the
TV show Ice Road Truckers) to the Arctic Circle, where the summer
nights are white and the winter dark. With exceptional guides,
comfortable transportation and personalized service, you will have a
once-in-a-lifetime experience. The travel itinerary is flexible to
ensure guests can take advantage of unique photo opportunities.
Please note that seeing the Northern Lights is not guaranteed.

Riverboat & Gold Panning with Lunch
This is more than just a boat ride. Board the Sternwheeler
Riverboat Discovery for one of the most unique Alaskan
experiences available. Your three-hour tour will take you into the
heart of Alaska and a family who has made the rivers of Alaska
their way of life for five generations. Trading posts in the early days
of Western contact were popular with people in Alaskan Villages,
and that tradition continues with the Discovery Trading Post (onboard Discovery III) and Steamboat Landing (onshore). See an
Alaskan bush pilot takeoff and land right next to the boat!

Fairbanks Heritage Tour
Peruse interesting art exhibits and installations at the Morris
Thompson Cultural and Visitor Center. Learn about Alaska’s history
at the Museum of the North, where you can find contemporary art,
natural history and the intriguing sound room. The tour will also visit
and learn about the gripping history of Alyeska’s pipeline and,
depending on the season, explore Pioneer Park, which features
several museums and attractions highlighting Fairbanks’ history, and
that of the surrounding areas.

Chena Hot Springs Day Tour
Soak in the Chena Hot Springs resort’s legendary healing mineral
waters. Take a tour learning about the multifaceted renewable
energy projects, working towards the full self-sustainability of the
resort. Be awestruck by the glorious sculptures in the Aurora Ice
Museum – open year round. You will then enjoy a guided tour
through the Aurora Ice Museum, which was built with over 1,000
tons of ice and snow and is kept year-round at a temperature of 25F
(-7C). The Chena Hot Springs resort offers a wonderful restaurant
(not included in the price) and a gift shop where you can find locallymade Alaskan art.

Running Reindeer Ranch
A walk with reindeer is a walk to remember. Come for a magical
walk with our reindeer. We are a family farm located just north
of Fairbanks, Alaska. Our Reindeer Ranch is nestled in the
beautiful birch-filled boreal forest of the Goldstream Valley. This
one-of-a-kind tour will be the highlight of your trip to Alaska. In
the winter we’re the ideal addition to your evening Aurora
Borealis/Northern Lights tour, in the summer a perfect start or
finish to your midnight sun Alaska Cruise. This is our home
reservations are required.

Just Short of Magic Dog Sled Tours
Come share in the thrill of our dog sled tours. Dog mushing with a strong,
eager team of Alaskan huskies through a spruce and birch wooded forest
is the ride of a lifetime. These spectacular athletes are hard working and love
to pull! Choose from several tour options for a special experience out on the
trail. For a little more adventure, ask your musher about riding the sled
runners and driving the sled out on the trail. While on the trail it’s not
uncommon to see ptarmigan, spruce hens, moose and snowshoe hare tracks,
maybe even a cow moose and her calf. (Moose are sighted weekly in our field
adjacent to the dog yard). Ravens often swoop down and fly along the trail
ahead of us. We will travel along beaver ponds and even onto parts of
the Yukon Quest Sled Dog Race trail.

The Fountainhead Antique Auto Museum
Fairbanks entrepreneur Tim Cerny began collecting the museum's
85-plus vehicles in 2007, carefully selecting each one for their
historical significance, technological innovations, or rarity. The cars
exemplify some of the most fascinating developments in U.S.
automotive history prior to World War II. Only at Fountainhead
Antique Auto Museum will you find a Compound, Argonne, Argo
Limousine, Columbia Mark XIX, McFarlan Type 125, Sheldon, HeineVelox Victoria automobile, or Hay Motor Vehicle. The latter three
being the only ones of their kind built. Several of Alaska's earliest
cars are also on display, including the Territory's very first automobile
- built in 1905 by a man who had never seen a car before!

Museum of the North – UAMN
The University of Alaska Museum of the North is a thriving visitor
attraction, a vital component of the University of Alaska Fairbanks, and
the only research and teaching museum in Alaska. The museum’s
research collections – 1.5 + million artifacts and specimens –
represent millions of years of biological diversity and thousands of
years of cultural traditions in the North. The collections are organized
into 10 disciplines (archaeology, birds, documentary film, earth
sciences, ethnology/history, fine arts, fishes/marine invertebrates,
insects, mammals, and plants) and serve as a valuable resource for
research on climate change, genetics, contaminants and other issues
facing Alaska and the circumpolar North. The museum is also the
premier repository for artifacts and specimens collected on public
lands in Alaska and a leader in northern natural and cultural history research.

